Concrete is the most prevalent manufactured material that has shaped the built environment, but the high-temperature production of cement, the main component of concrete, has a massive carbon footprint. It is shown that CO₂ emissions during clinker production of cement can be circumvented by a metathesis reaction at room temperature in ball-mills, where the cement clinker is replaced by non-calcined limestone and alkali-activated binders/geopolymers. An amorphous intermediate (aNaSiCC) containing a random mixture of the ionic constituents in “molecular” dispersion is formed by mechanochemical activation of CaCO₃ and Na₂SiO₃. This allows molecular transport during crystallization and low activated reactions, as precipitation of solids from liquids (nucleation limited and kinetically controlled) and solid-state transformations (diffusion-limited and thermodynamically controlled) have equal weight. Several steps of the hydration reaction could be resolved. Activating the amorphous aNaSiCC precursor with NaOH leads to a C—S—H-like phase with a C/S ratio of ≈1 containing some sodium. The carbonate components pass through a multistep crystallization from aNaSiCC via pirssonite and gaylussite to monohydrocalcite. The findings help unravel the interplay between thermodynamics and kinetics in complex reactions of alkali-activated binders and for CaCO₃ crystallization in industrial and geochemical settings, where dissolved silicate is always involved.

1. Introduction

Mitigating the environmental consequences of anthropogenic CO₂ emissions is one of the major challenges of this century. For every ton of cement that is produced, one ton of greenhouse gases is released into the atmosphere, and the production of Portland cement accounts for ≈8% of anthropogenic CO₂ release.[1] Portland cements contain ground cement clinker, basically calcium silicates and aluminates, produced from limestone and other components in a high-temperature process with the release of CO₂, and then mixed with a sulfate carrier that serves to control solidification. Promising approaches to offset some of the massive carbon dioxide emissions from cement in clinker production include replacing Portland clinker with non-calcined limestone (CaCO₃), a readily available Ca source, or using alkali-activated binders/geopolymers as Si source for cement.[2,3] Alkali-activated binders and geopolymers can be distinguished according to the calcium content in the precursor and the phases of the resulting binder. Low-calcium systems tend to produce binders such as geopolymers, which may contain sodium aluminosilicate hydrate (N—A—S—H) gels, while high-calcium systems form alkali-activated binders containing phases like calcium silicate hydrate (C—S—H) or calcium aluminosilicate hydrate (C—A—S—H) gels.[4,5] Still, the reaction of calcium carbonate in alkali-activated/geopolymer systems,[6] in particular the reaction mechanisms, have rarely been studied. Firdous et al.[7] showed that calcium carbonate reacts partially with sodium silicate solutions by forming a C—S—H phase, which is likely to contain some sodium.

Mineral additions in cements as supplementary cementitious materials are known to have accelerating effects on cement hydration.[8,9] This is due, among others, to the distribution of the nucleation sites.[10] The use of up to 5% Na₂CO₃ limestone in Portland cement as reactive filler material leads to the question of whether amorphous calcium carbonate could be used as an alternative activated precursor as it alters the dissolution and precipitation reactions and thus reduces CO₂ emissions.[11] Pure calcium carbonate is the textbook model system to study crystallization from solution at a molecular level. In ambient
conditions, calcium carbonate exists in three anhydrous (calcite, aragonite, and vaterite) and three hydrous (kaite, monohydrocalcite, hemiacerate) polymorphs and in amorphous forms (ACC). Studies on calcium carbonate, in particular ACC, have witnessed major advances in our comprehension of the early stages of crystallization. Liquid-like precursors to ACC and so-called prenucleation species have been identified depending on the crystallization conditions. Much of our current understanding of ACC comes from biomineral studies. Biogenic ACC has been classified as stable and hydrated (with an approximate composition CaCO$_3 \times$ H$_2$O) or transient and anhydrous. A stepwise transformation of ACC to CaCO$_3$ is assumed although the exact mechanistic pathways remain unclear considering diffusion coefficients, mobility, and hydration energy of the divalent ions. While anhydrous ACC is stable in the presence of water, hydrated ACC crystallizes rapidly, which makes the process difficult to monitor.

The crystallization of hydrated ACC may be slowed down by i) reducing the water concentration or ii) with matrix materials. Silica as “inert” matrix prevents ACC crystallization. Silica coatings prepared by mixing CaCl$_2$ with Na$_2$SO$_4$/Na$_2$SiO$_3$ stabilize CaCO$_3$ prenucleation clusters and retard ACC nucleation by setting a barrier to water diffusion. This allowed monitoring the polymorphic transformations of ACC. Crystallization experiments conducted in the absence of silica showed a conversion to calcite via vaterite and aragonite, while encapsulation in a silica matrix containing a mixture of different silicate species due to its preparation in diluted “water glass”, induced marked changes in the temporal evolution of the polymorphic fractions.

This work investigates the formal metathesis reaction of solid calcium carbonate with solid sodium metasilicate at room temperature and its significance for geopolymers and alkali-activated binders. An amorphous solid solution of CaCO$_3$ and Na$_2$SiO$_3$ is used as “activated precursor”. To this end, the reactants, CaCO$_3$ and Na$_2$SiO$_3$, were ball-milled into a reactive amorphous form in which the components of the desired product are mixed at the molecular level. This milling process allows an industrial scale implementation while potentially reducing undesired CO$_2$ emissions in combination with conventional production processes. Furthermore, we show that by deliberate retardation of the crystallization process, a stepwise transformation via metastable phases can be traced. Solid-state reactions are typically very slow and require long reaction times and high temperatures, because the transport lengths of the reacting species are in the order of micrometers, while the diffusion coefficients typically range from $10^{-12}$ to $10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Diffusional control can be circumvented by reducing transport distances to molecular dimensions by dispersing the components at a molecular level or by increasing defect concentrations. This “activated precursor” containing a statistically “frozen” mixture of educts was generated mechanochemically.

Different from solid-state reactions, where diffusion is intrinsically slow, and solution reactions, where diffusion is fast, water/acetonitrile mixtures were then used to retard the crystallization process while still allowing structural reorganization to occur. Our approach experimentally mimics the “simulated annealing” concept, which has been employed for predicting inorganic solids and their crystal structures and allows to explore the energy landscape of a reaction system by controlling supersaturation via solvent concentration. This allows to follow the reaction pathway analytically and structurally through a number of intermediates in order to mechanistically understand the formation of alkali-activated binders.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and total scattering, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) combined with automated diffraction tomography (ADT), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and multinuclear magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy were used to elucidate the reaction kinetics, phase evolution and local structure at the primary stages of the reaction for crystalline and especially non-crystalline intermediates.

The sequence of events is outlined in Figure 1. In a first “activation” step, calcium carbonate and sodium metasilicate were ball-milled to a randomly “frozen” non-equilibrium intermediate, sodium-calcium carbonate/silicate (aNaSiCC). The corresponding reaction of calcium carbonate with Na$_2$CO$_3$ (the carbon analog of Na$_2$SiO$_3$) yielded amorphous sodium carbonate (aNaCC). Reaction of aNaSiCC with water under controlled conditions initiates a cascade of reactions leading to monohydrocalcite (CaCO$_3 \times$ H$_2$O) via the metastable intermediates pirssonite (Na$_2$Ca(CO$_3$)$_2 \times$ 2H$_2$O) and gaylussite (Na$_2$Ca(CO$_3$)$_2 \times$ 5H$_2$O) in the Ca branch. The reaction starting from silicate-free aNaCC leads only to the formation of calcite without incorporation of water. The formation of pissonite and gaylussite indicates a reorganization of the sodium and calcium cations, thus promoting the formation of a calcium silicate precursor in the Si branch, which likely contains some sodium and reacts to a C-S-H-type phase by activation with NaOH. Ca/Si (C/S) ratios between 0.67 and 1.5 are consistent with a defect tobermorite structure.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis

2.1.1. Mechanochemical Activation

We investigated the mechanochemical activation of calcite with sodium metasilicate (Na$_2$SiO$_3$) and sodium carbonate (Na$_2$CO$_3$) in a planetary ball mill. Recrystallization in water led to mixed sodium/calcium carbonate hydrates (vide infra). This indicates that a high sodium content in calcium carbonate plays a crucial role in recrystallization and hydration. Small amounts (75%) of Na$_2$CO$_3$ have been shown to induce amorphpization of calcite in mechanoechemical reactions.

As calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), the main constituent of hydrated cements, can contain a broad range of Ca/Si ratios, we reacted equimolar amounts of CaCO$_3$ with Na$_2$SiO$_3$ and its carbon analog Na$_2$CO$_3$ to compare the outcome of the mechanoechemical reactions. The presence of only one CaCO$_3$/Na$_2$SiO$_3$ (aNaSiCC, Na$_2$SiO$_3$ substitution) or two CaCO$_3$/Na$_2$CO$_3$ (aNaCC, Na$_2$CO$_3$ substitution) modulations in the powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the amorphous products aNaSiCC and aNaCC (Figure 2A) and the absence of any electron diffraction (ED) spots in TEM (Figure 2B) are compatible
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FTIR spectroscopy is a useful tool to probe local environments. FTIR spectra of aNaSiCC and aNaCC (Figure 2C) show four characteristic carbonate bands (symmetric stretch $\nu_1$, 1070 cm$^{-1}$; out-of-plane deformation $\nu_2$, 865 cm$^{-1}$; asymmetric stretch $\nu_3$, 1377 cm$^{-1}$; in-plane-deformation $\nu_4$, 695 and 717 cm$^{-1}$). The (symmetry forbidden) $\nu_1$ mode, the splitting of the $\nu_3$ and $\nu_4$ modes and the distinct broadening of the vibration bands of the CO$_3^{2-}$ anion are strong indicators for the evolution of the chemical environment due to amorphization. The bands of aNaSiCC are shifted to higher wavenumbers compared to aNaCC. This is most pronounced for the $\nu_1$ mode and in line with the bond energies for the CO$_3^{2-}$ and SiO$_4^{2-}$ anions. The incorporation of silicate in aNaSiCC is marked by a broadband in the range from 1100 to 900 cm$^{-1}$ associated with the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of the Si--O--Si (1050 cm$^{-1}$) and Si--O$^-$ (950 cm$^{-1}$) units. Structural information about the short-range order in amorphous aNaSiCC was obtained by solid-state (ss) MAS-NMR. A comparison of the $^{13}$C NMR spectra of calcite ($\delta = 168.2$ ppm, full width at half maximum (FWHM) = 30 Hz), aNaCC ($\delta = 169.4$, FWHM = 340 Hz), and aNaSiCC ($\delta = 170.16$ ppm, FWHM = 334 Hz) (Figure 2D) shows a slight shift and distinct broadening of the CO$_3^{2-}$ signals in aNaSiCC and aNaCC compared to calcite.
While the C–O length in calcite is 1.25 Å,[32] shorter distances of 1.18 Å are observed in Na$_2$CO$_3$.[33] This leads to stronger deshielding and thus a slight downfield shift of 2.2 ppm compared to the $^{13}$C NMR shifts of calcite (168.5 ppm) and sodium carbonate (170.7 ppm). A previous study found that the amorphization of calcite is complete with only 7% sodium carbonate.[40] It is accompanied by signal broadening without a change in the $^{13}$C carbonate shift.

Higher amounts of Na$_2$CO$_3$ lead to a slight change of ~1 ppm in the $^{13}$C shift (at least at 169.5 ppm for aNaCC). This average $^{13}$C shift (between the $^{13}$C shifts of Na$_2$CO$_3$ and calcite) may be due to a statistical distribution of Na$^+$ and Ca$^{2+}$ cations around the CO$_3^{2-}$ counter ion, resulting in a decrease in the average C–O length, in agreement with the differences in experimental FTIR data (vide supra). Surprisingly, a comparable $^{13}$C shift was found as in pure Na$_2$CO$_3$ (170.5 ppm), implying that the local electronic environment of the CO$_3^{2-}$ carbon atom in aNaSiCC and crystalline Na$_2$CO$_3$ is virtually identical even in the disordered state. This indicates an association of Na$^+$ and CO$_3^{2-}$ ions or the charge compensation of Ca$^{2+}$ and SiO$_4^{4-}$ ions, which will be addressed in more detail below.

2.1.2. Kinetics of Mechanochemical Activation Reaction

In addition to the structure of the amorphous intermediates aNaCC and aNaSiCC, the formation mechanism during the milling reaction is of special interest. Since diffraction methods cannot provide meaningful information for amorphous products, the vibrational signatures of the carbonate groups and their $^{13}$C NMR resonance signals were used as local probes. Changes in the local environments during the amorphization of aNaSiCC and aNaCC were monitored by taking “snapshots” of the products, that is, interrupting the milling at specified time intervals and recording FTIR and $^{13}$C-NMR spectra ex situ.

The evolution of the FTIR spectra was monitored semiquantitatively using Lambert–Beer’s law $A = -\log_{10}(T).$ (Figure 3A) The broadening and the shift of the $v_3$ bands (inset Figure 3A) were used to follow the transition from calcite ($v_3 = 873$ cm$^{-1}$) to the amorphous phases ($v_3 = 861$ cm$^{-1}$ for aNaSiCC; $v_3 = 858$ cm$^{-1}$ for aNaCC) using a bimodal Pseudo–Voigt function. After 450 min of grinding, the samples were X-ray amorphous as no changes occurred in the FTIR spectra and the diffractograms were free of reflections. Thus, the crystallinity...
at this time was set to “0%”. By comparing the intensities from the respective fits with the $v_2$ mode of calcite (100% at $t = 0$) we observed an exponential loss of crystallinity (Figure 3A). The amorphization for aNaCC was faster than for NaSiCC. It was nearly complete after 300 min, whereas the amorphization for sodium silicate required a full run of 450 min. This could be monitored from the change in the Na environment during milling by $^{23}$Na MAS NMR (Figure 3B). Its quadrupole moment ($I = 3/2$) makes $^{23}$Na a suitable probe for changes in the local electronic environment. Still, the interpretation of the spectra is more complex due to the additional second-order quadrupole interactions. NMR spectra of amorphous systems are characterized by broad resonances lacking the characteristic quadrupole pattern. The $^{23}$Na spectrum of sodium metasilicate (Figure 3B, blue spectrum at $t = 0$) shows only one signal at 16.3 ppm with an FWHM of 600 Hz, which indicates a slightly distorted trigonal bipyramidal environment with an average Na–O distance of 2.37 Å. Due to the high symmetry, the quadrupole coupling constant is relatively low leading to a sharp resonance. For Na$_2$CO$_3$ (Figure 3B, red spectrum at $t = 0$) one sharp signal at 3.8 ppm with an FWHM of 530 Hz and one broadened signal at –21.3 ppm with an FWHM of 2100 Hz appear because of the different sodium sites in Na$_2$CO$_3$.

While the narrow line is associated with a highly symmetric octahedral coordination (CN 6), the broadened signal originates from a ninefold coordination of sodium (CN 9). A decrease in Na–O bond lengths is correlated with a high-field shift occurring for mean distances of 2.35 Å in octahedral and 2.70 Å in ninefold coordination of sodium carbonate. The amorphization of Na$_2$SiO$_3$ is a process associated with the generation of new sodium sites due to Na$^+$ transfer from silicate to carbonate environments. After 10 min of milling two new broad resonances at $–10.2$ and 2.5 ppm appear in addition to the sharp 16.3 ppm signal (*) of Na$_2$SiO$_3$ in the $^{23}$Na NMR spectrum due to two new disordered sodium environments. These two peaks slowly merge into one signal at $–8.1$ ppm after 160 min of milling while no significant change is detected for the resonance at 16.3 ppm. The intensity of the latter drops down sharply after 250 min of milling to be replaced by two sodium signals at $–8.0$ and 3.5 ppm due to the evolution of a new environment. Complete amorphization is observed after 450 min of grinding (a broad signal at $–6.5$ ppm with FWHM of 2600 Hz) with only traces of the original sodium environment from sodium metasilicate remaining. This is in harmony with fits to the IR spectra that show a delayed amorphization for the silicate sample.

The amorphization of Na$_2$CO$_3$ is also a stepwise process associated with the sites of lower and then of higher symmetry. No changes are visible in the $^{23}$Na NMR spectrum during the first 10 min of grinding. A spectrum recorded after 60 min of milling clearly showed a loss of local order for the nine-coordinate sodium. The amorphization of the octahedrally coordinated sodium which is related to broadening of the resonance at ca. 3.8 ppm requires about 150 min of milling. During the
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Figure 3. A) Exponential fits to the FTIR spectra for the amorphization of aNaCC (red line) and aNaSiCC (blue line) obtained by infrared spectroscopy. The inset shows the evolution of the $v_2$ band (narrow: dark blue /dark red, broad: light blue /light red). B,C) Time-dependent $^{23}$Na MAS NMR signal after different milling times (red: aNaCC; blue: aNaSiCC). D) Scheme illustrating how the incorporation of sodium and silicate ions lead to disorder and eventually to a lack of long-range order.
last step two resonances merge into one broad peak with a maximum at ~6.5 ppm and an FWHM of 2900 Hz. The comparable FWHM and chemical shifts of the $^2$Na spectra for aNaSiCC and aNaCC indicate that the amorphization is caused by disorder resulting from the incorporation of sodium cations into the calcium carbonate structure, as ionic radii of Na$^+$ and Ca$^{2+}$ are similar (Ca$^{2+}$: 1.06 Å; Na$^+$: 0.98 Å).\(^{[39]}\)

2.1.3. Structure of aNaCC and aNaSiCC

The short-range order of aNaSiCC and aNaCC was analyzed using X-ray total scattering. The reduced atomic pair distribution function (PDF) $G(r)$ (Figure 4) represents the number of atoms in a spherical shell around a reference atom,\(^{[60]}\) that is, the absence of any maxima beyond 7 Å is compatible with a non-crystalline structure.\(^{[61,62]}\) The termination ripples are due to Fourier termination effects resulting from the finite Q range.\(^{[60]}\) While for aNaCC a maximum still appears at 6 Å, the PDF of aNaSiCC fades out after ~4.3 Å revealing even less structural coherence. A well-defined peak at 1.28 Å corresponds to the C−O separations of the carbonate units. The deviation to the reported C−O distances of 1.25 Å in calcite\(^{[52]}\) may be attributed to distortions resulting from the incorporation of different ions and deformation due to milling. The peak at 2.4 Å is associated with non-bonding O−O distances of the carbonate groups and a superposition of first Ca−O and Na−O atom pairs (Figure S1B, D, Supporting Information).\(^{[63]}\) The sharp maximum at 1.64 Å in aNaSiCC is associated with typical bond lengths of the tetrahedral SiO$_4$ units,\(^{[64]}\) showing the incorporation of silicate groups in the amorphous intermediate. The difference in peak height for the signal at 2.34 Å and a small shoulder for aNaSiCC at 2.62 Å show different Ca−O and Na−O environments, as no silicate contributions are expected here. More pronounced differences at ~3.4 and 4.1 Å represent superpositions of several atom pairs, that is, M−M, M−Si, M−C (M = Na, Ca) (Figure S1A, C, Supporting Information). As no sharp maximum appears in the region around 3.1 Å which is associated with interconnected SiO$_4$ units (Figure S1D, Supporting Information)\(^{[65]}\) it is assumed that only a broad distribution of Si−O−Si pairs is present in aNaSiCC with no preference for structural order as in crystalline silicates.

2.2. Hydration Reaction

2.2.1. Carbonate Products

The effect of silicate on the reactivity of the sodium-calcium carbonate system was investigated in temperature- and water-induced reactions. Water in acetonitrile mixtures was used to control hydration kinetics by slowing down the reaction and mimic the reaction cascade illustrated in Figure 1.\(^{[44,66]}\) Since the hydration rate depends on the water concentration, different water/acetonitrile mixtures were used to simulate the individual reaction steps starting from the amorphous precursors. They are referred to as the first, second, and third hydration steps (corresponding to 3%v, 10%v, and pure water, respectively). Crystallization of aNaCC in a 5%, H$_2$O/CH$_3$CN mixture led to the formation of pinsonite (Na$_x$Ca(CO$_3$)$_2$ $\times$ 2H$_2$O) in an initial step, indicated by a pronounced splitting or broadening of the valence mode of the carbonate group (asymmetric stretch ($\nu_1$): 1480 and 1390 cm$^{-1}$; symmetric stretch ($\nu_2$): 1068 cm$^{-1}$) (Figure 5A).\(^{[67]}\) Two additional signals at 3210 and 3064 cm$^{-1}$...
show the formation of O-H groups. For intermediate water concentrations (10%, H₂O/CH₃CN mixture) a sharp signal emerges at 1400 cm⁻¹ (ν₁ mode), while the band at 1060 cm⁻¹ (ν₁ mode) vanishes. Additional bands at 3325, 3257, and 2936 cm⁻¹ (the regime characteristic for O-H vibrations) are compatible with the formation of gaylussite (Na₂Ca(CO₃)₂ × 5H₂O). High concentrations of water lead to the formation of calcite for aNaCC, whereas monohydrocalcite was formed for NaSiCC.

For low and intermediate water concentrations (5%, and 10%, H₂O/CH₃CN) the recrystallization of aNaSiCC and aNaCC lead to similar results. However, when the recrystallization of aNaCC is carried out in an excess of water (or pure water) it proceeds directly to calcite, indicated by a single ν₁ band at 1410 cm⁻¹ and a pronounced in-plane-deformation band (ν₃) at 714 cm⁻¹. In contrast, the reaction of aNaSiCC in pure water leads to a product lacking the ν₁ band in the region of 700 cm⁻¹, whose IR spectrum exhibits a slight shoulder at 764 cm⁻¹ and a sharp band at 3235 cm⁻¹ (characteristic of O-H groups not involved in strong hydrogen bonding). Despite the absence of a characteristic splitting of this ν₁ vibration this is compatible...
with the formation of monohydrocalcite (Ca(CO$_3$) $\times$ H$_2$O)$^{[15,48]}$. A magnified view of the IR spectra and a detailed assignment of the infrared modes are given in Figure S2, Table S1, Supporting Information. A detailed analysis of the changes in the silicate environment, based on $^{29}$Si NMR and FTIR spectra, is given in the Supporting Information (Figure S3, Table S2, Supporting Information).

Different stages of the reaction were characterized by $^{13}$C single pulse- (SP) (Figure 5B) and $^{13}$C cross-polarization (CP) MAS NMR spectroscopy (Figures S4–S6, Supporting Information). The single pulse experiments were recorded with a long recycle delay to ensure complete relaxation and to facilitate quantitation. A single broad resonance was observed for aNaSiCC (chemical shift 170.16 ppm; FWHM 334 Hz) and aNaCC (chemical shift 169.4, FWHM 340 Hz) compatible with a broad distribution of different carbonate environments (vide supra). Incipient hydration led to less symmetric and narrower profiles. According to the results of FTIR and NMR spectroscopy, two different chemical environments are present. The minimum signal approach allows to subdivide the spectra into an amorphous and crystalline part.

A sharp resonance at 171.2 ppm, which was assigned to crystalline pirssonite, appeared in the $^{13}$C-NMR spectra of aNaCC (FWHM 134 Hz) and aNaSiCC (98 Hz) during the reaction with 5% H$_2$O/CH$_3$CN. A signal at 170.4 ppm for aNaCC (FWHM 93 Hz) and aNaSiCC (FWHM 83 Hz) was observed for the second reaction step (10%, H$_2$O/CH$_3$CN) corresponding to gaylussite. A sharp resonance at 171.5 ppm (C2, FWHM 114 Hz) for the hydration reaction of aNaSiCC is compatible with the formation of monohydrocalcite$^{[48]}$ for the third reaction step (hydration in pure water), while the sharp resonance for the corresponding reaction of aNaCC at 168.4 ppm (C1, FWHM 81 Hz) is characteristic for calcite. In addition to calcite, a second crystalline environment was found at 172 ppm (C2, FWHM 90 Hz) in aNaCC, which is attributed to Na$_2$CO$_3$ (vide infra). A similar behavior was observed in aNaSiCC, where an additional amorphous phase at $\approx$170 ppm was observed (Figure 5A). A resonance at 168.4 ppm (C3) is attributed to calcite, which is likely to be formed from metastable monohydrocalcite (C4). The evolution of crystalline phases due to hydration was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) (Figure 6).

Sharp reflections formed with proceeding hydration (besides an X-ray amorphous background), which fitted none of the typical CaCO$_3$ polymorphs (i.e., vaterite, aragonite, calcite, monohydrocalcite), Pirssonite and gaylussite were identified as reaction products for the hydration of both, aNaCC and aNaSiCC, by Rietveld refinement.$^{[59]}$ using the TOPAS software package.$^{[59]}

It was not possible to index the PXRD data of the last hydration step in aNaSiCC due to a possible multiphasic mixture and broadened reflections. Therefore, 3D electron diffraction (3D ED) was invoked because it allows structural analysis of crystals down to the nanoscale. The 3D reconstruction of the 3D ED data, taken from a nanocrystal with ill-defined morphology (Figure S7, Supporting Information), led to a trigonal unit cell ($a = 6.129(6)$ Å, $c = 7.443(3)$ Å, space group $P3_1$/$P3_2$/$P3_1$, $Z = 3$) of CaCO$_3$ $\times$ H$_2$O. The relatively thick crystal absorbed almost all of the weak superstructure reflections. Still, it was possible to obtain the first order in section $hk3$ (Figure 7). Nevertheless, by considering the dynamical scattering$^{[7]}$ it was first possible to obtain an inversion twinning and second to identify and refine the hydrogen position of the water molecule ($R_{rel} = 9.87\%$, Table S5, Supporting Information). Thus, it was clearly confirmed that the reflections in the PXRD diffractogram originate from monohydrocalcite$^{[53]}$ and an additional phase identified as natrite ($\gamma$Na$_2$CO$_3$) by FTIR and $^{23}$Na MAS NMR (Figures S8–S10, Supporting Information) This allowed to elucidate the reaction pathway outlined in Figure 6D for the hydration reactions of aNaSiCC and aNaCC (Figure S11, Supporting Information).

In summary, an amorphous precursor without long-range order is formed in an “activation step” by ball-milling CaCO$_3$ and soda (Na$_2$CO$_3$ or CaCO$_3$ and sodium metasilicate (Na$_2$SiO$_3$)). The presence of the ionic constituents in “molecular” dispersion allowed for reduced transport distances during crystallization and low activated reactions which are needed for kinetic control in the hydration process. A 100 mg quantity of the intermediates (aNaSiCC or aNaCC respectively) dissolved in 5 mL of a 5% water/acetonitrile mixture formally corresponds to a concentration of 400 mg mL$^{-1}$. Due to the 1:1 ratio of the components in the milling procedure, the average molar masses for aNaSiCC and aNaCC are 222 and 206 g mol$^{-1}$, respectively. Assuming complete dissolution of aNaSiCC and aNaCC as a first approximation for simplicity, we obtain concentrations in the range of $\approx$1.9 mol L$^{-1}$ and local ionic strengths in the range of $\approx$13, that is, the solubility limits would be far exceeded. Therefore, high local concentrations of Na$^+$, Ca$^{2+}$, and CO$_3^{2-}$ ions lead to the formation of metastable pirssonite and gaylussite during hydration.$^{[68,72]}$ The hydration reaction starts with the dissolution of aNaSiCC close to the particle surface (Figure 8B) and subsequent transport close to crystal surfaces respectively. This leads to high saturation levels of Na$^+$, Ca$^{2+}$, and CO$_3^{2-}$ ions (Figure 8C) and leads to new amorphous and crystalline environments by reversible dissolution/recrystallization processes (Figure 8D), indicated by differences in the proton signals and the relaxation times $T_2^p$ in $^{13}$C CP experiments due to differences in $^{13}$C-H separations and $^{1}$H mobility (Figures S4–S6, S12 and Tables S3 and S4, Supporting Information). The reorganization of the silicate network is assumed to lead to differences observed in the TGA traces of aNaSiCC and aNaCC (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Thermally-induced crystallization of aNaCC and aNaSiCC show the reaction to nyerereite (Na$_2$Ca(CO$_3$)$_2$)$_2$ and Na$_2$CaSiO$_4$ (Figure S14, Supporting Information). The emergence of distinct morphologies in close proximity to amorphous domains was observed in TEM (Figure S15, Supporting Information) and SEM (Figure S16, Supporting Information), but ED experiments proved difficult due to the beam sensitivity of the material, showing emerging changes in morphology and diffraction patterns (Figure S17, Supporting Information). For rapid hydration (pure water), gaylussite transformed to calcite (for aNaCC, Figure S18, Supporting Information) or monohydrocalcite (for aNaSiCC, Figure 8E,F). As Na$_2$CO$_3$ precipitates despite its high solubility (30.7 g Na$_2$CO$_3$/100 g H$_2$O) (Figure S8, Supporting Information) it is assumed to leach out after gaylussite formation from small cavities of the product, which hinders dissolution due to confinement (Figures S9 and S10, Supporting Information). Monohydrocalcite forms only from aNaSiCC, while calcite forms from aNaCC. This suggests that...
the silica environment has a directing effect on recrystallization and, similar to small amounts of foreign ions (Mg$^{2+}$, PO$_4$$^{3-}$) or macromolecules$^{[73]}$ affect polymorph selection of and local order in CaCO$_3$.$^{[74]}$

In nature, silicate in cystoliths is known to stabilize biogenic ACC.$^{[73]}$ Likewise, silicate has been used synthetically as passive “coating” to stabilize ACC.$^{[34,35]}$ While slow ion diffusion in silica gels$^{[76,77]}$ and the associated concentration gradients lead
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Figure 6. X-ray powder diffractograms showing the phase evolution during the hydration reaction of and aNaSiCC prepared by ball-milling. Kinetic control was achieved by lowering the water concentration with CH$_3$CN. Black lines show the experimental patterns, colored lines the Rietveld refinement. Gray line shows the different patterns, and green ticks indicate the calculated reflection positions of A) pirssonite, B) gaylussite, and C) monohydrocalcite. D) Schematic energy landscape for the hydration reaction of aNaSiCC via pirssonite and gaylussite to monohydrocalcite and natrite (γ-Na$_2$CO$_3$).
Figure 7. Reconstructed sections a–d) 0kl, h0l, 0kl, and 3kl of monohydrocalcite recorded with 3D ED at −176 °C. Weak superstructure reflections in section 3kl are enlarged for clarity.

Figure 8. Possible hydration mechanism for aNaSiCC. a) The amorphous activated precursor is brought into contact with a water/acetonitrile mixture. b) Surface dissolution leads to areas of high supersaturation and partial reorganization. c) Crystallization occurs in the areas of high supersaturation. High local concentrations and slow diffusion lead to metastable pirssonite (Na₂Ca(CO₃)₂ ⋅ 2H₂O) initially and to gaylussite (Na₂Ca(CO₃)₂ ⋅ 5H₂O) for longer reaction times. d) Long contact with water leads to phase separation and formation of areas with high sodium/carbonate, calcium/carbonate, and calcium/silicate concentrations, e) leading to a mixture of Na₂CO₃, CaCO₃ ⋅ H₂O and Ca₃(Na)SiO₃ nuclei f) eventually transforming to crystalline Na₂CO₃, CaCO₃ ⋅ H₂O and non-crystalline Ca₃(Na)SiO₃.
to the formation of monohydrocalcite even in the absence of Mg$^{2+}$ cations. Multi-textured, self-organized monohydrocalcite was formed by temperature-controlled precipitation of CaCO$_3$ in silica.[70] In aNaSiCC, Na$^+$ and silicate ions are intimately mixed with CaCO$_3$ at a molecular scale. As monohydrocalcite was formed regardless of the hydration reaction, its formation may be related to a retarded crystallization process, similar to a coating of ACC by silicate, associated with the formation of non-crystalline calcium silicates (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

2.2.2. Alkali-Activation of aNaSiCC

aNaCC and aNaSiCC were activated with sodium hydroxide (Figure 9).[79] No changes were observed by FTIR for aNaCC (except the formation of small amounts of portlandite), but striking changes occurred in the silicate and carbonate characteristics for aNaSiCC. The decrease of the carbonate/silicate ratio compared to aNaSiCC and the occurrence of a vibration at 953 cm$^{-1}$ which is attributed to a Q2 environment[80] strikingly resembles the C=S=H formation in coprecipitation experiments (Figure 9B).[81] In contrast to aNaSiCC, the X-ray powder diffractogram of the NaOH-activated sample showed reflections at 0.60, 2.06, and 2.26 Å, typical for C=S=H phases (Figure 9C). The reflection at the lowest Q value corresponds to the basal spacing and thus indicates 3D order.[82,83]

Sheet- and fibril-like morphologies as in tobermorite were observed in TEM (Figure 9D).[84,85] The $^{29}$Si MAS NMR spectrum showed two sharp resonances at $-80.43$ (FWHM: 182 Hz) and $-85.56$ ppm (FWHM: 163 Hz) compatible with Q$^3$, Q$^2$, and Q$^0$ environments[86,87] due to Dreierketten silicate chains (Figure 9E). X-ray total scattering provided additional insight into the short-range order.

A comparison of the reduced PDF between aNaSiCC and NaOH-activated aNaSiCC shows pair correlations in the range of up to 30 Å, indicative of a medium-range order in the C=S=H-like phase (Figure 9F). Similar to aNaSiCC, the maxima at 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4 Å correspond to C=O, Si=O, and M=O pairs,[88] whereas the C=O distance shows a slight shift to lower r values. Differences in peak profiles and intensities are linked to differences in the short-range order, that is, the atom coordination numbers. In contrast to the amorphous aNaSiCC, a peak now occurs at 3.1 Å that correlates with a Si-Si pair, which can be attributed to Si-Si separations associated with the corner-sharing tetrahedra in the Dreierketten silicate structure.

A comparison of aNaSiCC, as a starting material to CSH, with a reference of amorphous calcium silicate (aCS, Figure S19, Supporting Information) before and after activation shows similar PDFs for the starting materials, as well as the obtained C=S=H phases. A distinct difference is the pronounced pair-pair distance at 1.28 Å resulting from the included carbonate groups in aNaSiCC and alkali-activated aNaSiCC. The sharp peak at 3.72 Å is attributed to the Ca=Si pair from the silica chain, which is adjacent to the central Ca=O layer. This separation becomes smaller in carbonated C=S=H, which was attributed to decalcification.[89] The material described here does not show such a behavior, although being carbonate-rich. This implies a new pathway to a C=S=H-like material by mechanochemical activation without preceding calcination of the calcium source. A previous study has shown that the activation of calcium carbonate with sodium silicate solutions leads to a mixture of C=S=H with high contents of crystalline calcium carbonates results from a variety of dissolution and recrystallization processes.[71] The mechanochemical approach allows a new chemical approach, which is due to the different arrangement of the “molecular” building blocks in the activated amorphous precursor phase.

3. Conclusion

Making alternative binders from available and cheap natural raw materials such as calcium carbonate or geopolymers/alkali-activated binders is an environmentally friendly solution for the sustainable development of building materials. Many natural raw materials contain several mineral phases often including calcium carbonates which define their reactivity. We have studied the salt metathesis reaction of calcium carbonate (CaCO$_3$) with solid sodium silicate (Na$_2$SiO$_3$) and its role in geopolymer/alkali-activated binders. High-temperature treatment and the associated CO$_2$ emissions can be avoided by a grinding activation step. The formation of the cement paste and the hydration reactions proceed via a complex cascade of non-equilibrium reactions before reaching thermodynamic equilibrium. An amorphous intermediate (aNaSiCC) of CaCO$_3$ and Na$_2$SiO$_3$ containing the ionic constituents in “molecular” dispersion is prepared in the ball-milling activation step. This allows for molecular transport pathways during hydration reactions and extremely low activated reactions, because the precipitation of solids from liquids, which is nucleation limited and kinetically controlled, and solid-state transformations, which are diffusion-limited and thermodynamically controlled, have almost equal weighting. Elementary steps of the hydration reaction could be resolved by a combination of FTIR and multinuclear MAS-NMR spectroscopy with automated ED tomography.

Ball milling typically leads to reactive defect-rich structures with poorly defined crystal domains that elude structural analysis using conventional diffraction methods. We show here that despite the challenges in the structure analysis of poorly crystalline nanomaterials, even fine structural details can be elucidated with 3D ED.

A multistep cascade of hydration reactions occurs starting from the amorphous aNaSiCC precursor via pirssonite (Na$_2$Ca(CO$_3$)$_2$ x 2H$_2$O) and gaylussite (Na$_2$Ca(CO$_3$)$_2$ x 5H$_2$O) to monohydrocalcite. Activation of aNaSiCC with a NaOH leads to a phase with structural similarity to C=S=H. The formation of pirssonite and gaylussite suggests that alkali metals are removed from the binder in water and promote the formation of a C=S=H phase containing some sodium. The used C/S ratio of $\approx 1$ is compatible with a defect tobermorite structure. Our results outline a possibility for cement production without CO$_2$ emissions at ambient temperature. High-temperature treatment and the associated CO$_2$ emissions can be circumvented by a simple grinding activation step. Since grinding is a standard technique in the cement industry, an industrial scale implementation may be feasible. The electrical energy consumption in our experiments requires $\approx 120$ kWh (or $\approx 0.43$ GJ) per ton of
Figure 9. Preparation of the activated precursor aNaSiCC and structural characterization of aNaSiCC and NaOH-activated products. A) Mechanochemical activation of CaCO3/Na2CO3 and CaCO3/Na2SiO3 mixtures by ball milling and chemical activation with sodium hydroxide. B) FTIR spectra of aNaSiCC (black line) and NaOH-activated product (blue line). C) X-ray powder diffractograms of aNaSiCC (black line) and NaOH-activated product (blue line) showing the virtually amorphous structure of the activated aNaSiCC precursor. The reflections at 0.60, 2.06, and 2.26 Å−1 for the NaOH-activated product are typical for C—S—H phases. The reflection at 0.60 Å−1 corresponds to the basal C—S—H spacing and indicates 3D order. D) TEM image of NaOH-activated aNaSiCC with foil-like and fibrillary morphologies. E) 29Si MAS NMR spectra of aNaSiCC (black line) and NaOH-activated product (blue line) with two sharp resonances at −80.43 (FWHM: 182 Hz) and −85.56 ppm (FWHM: 163 Hz) indicating Q1, Q2, and Q3 environments due to dreierketten silicate chains. The spectrum of aNaSiCC (black line) shows only one broad signal due to disorder. F) Reduced pair distribution functions of aNaSiCC (black line) and NaOH-activated aNaSiCC (blue line). The PDF of aNaSiCC fades out beyond 4 Å. The NaOH-activated product shows pronounced signals up to 30 Å compatible with a C—S—H related structure having distinct silicate environments and medium-range order.
cement, while the specific thermal energy in clinker production is reported to be 4–5 GJ t⁻¹.[1–3] Thus, the energy savings of the non-optimized laboratory test compared to an energy-optimized manufacturing process roughly corresponds to a factor of 10 (i.e., one order of magnitude). Still, this energy conservation corresponds only to the CO₂ emission by fossil fuel combustion during cement production. Limestone can be prepared by directly dissolving CO₂ from flue gas in water in a pressure separation plant followed by injection for mineral storage.[90]

Additionally, CO₂ is a by-product of the chemical conversion process during clinker production, where limestone (CaCO₃) is converted to lime (CaO). Since no CO₂ is released in the milling process leading to the formation of aNaSiCC, our approach may circumvent a massive release of CO₂ corresponding to a CO₂ saving on a gigaton scale worldwide. Although these rough estimates cannot be compared to an industrial process, where development, design, feasibility, maintenance, and other parameters must be considered, our approach may open up a route to dramatically reduce CO₂ emissions in cement production.

4. Experimental Section

Materials: Calcite (98%, Socal 31, Solvay), sodium carbonate (anhydrous 99.5%, Alfa Aesar), calcium carbonate–¹³C (99 atom %¹³C, isotec), sodium metasilicate (=18 mesh, Alfa Aesar), cyclohexane (analytical reagent grade, Fisher Chemicals), calcium hydroxide (95%, Alfa Aesar), silica fumed powder (0.007 µm, Sigma Aldrich), ethanol (absolute 99.8%, Fisher Chemicals), acetonitrile (for HPLC, gradient grade, 99.9%, Honeywell Riedel-de Haën), and doubly-deionized water (resistivity >18 MΩ cm).

Synthesis of Amorphous Sodium Calcium Carbonate (aNaSiCC): Sodium carbonate (0.257 g, 2.4 mmol) was treated with calcium carbonate (0.243 l g, 2.4 mmol) in a planetary ball mill (Pulverisette 7 Classic, Fritsch). The starting materials and 9 mL of cyclohexane were transferred together with 7.5 gms of grinding balls (about 2000 balls, 1 mm diameter, ZrO₂) into ZrO₂ grinding jars. The mixture was milled for 15 h at 720 rpm. To avoid overheating, alternate 10 min of grinding and then a 10 min rest phase was used. Therefore, 450 min of ball milling results in a reaction time of 900 min. Afterward, the cyclohexane was removed with a pipette. The product was dispersed in ethanol, separated from the grinding balls by decantation, then isolated by centrifugation, and dried in vacuo.

Synthesis of Amorphous Sodium Silicate Calcium Carbonate (aNaCC): Sodium metasilicate (0.243 g, 2.29 mmol) was treated with calcium carbonate (0.257 l g, 2.57 mmol) in a planetary ball mill (Pulverisette 7 Classic, Fritsch). The starting materials and 10 mL of cyclohexane were transferred together with 3.65 gms of grinding balls (about 1100 balls, 1 mm diameter, ZrO₂) into ZrO₂ grinding jars. The mixture was milled for 15 h at 720 rpm. To avoid overheating, intermittent grinding (10 min of grinding /10 min rest phase) was used. Therefore, 450 min of ball milling corresponds to a reaction time of 900 min. Cyclohexane was removed with a pipette after the reaction. The product was dispersed in ethanol, separated from the grinding balls by decantation, then isolated by centrifugation, and dried in vacuo.

Synthesis of Amorphous Calcium Silicate (aCS): Calcium hydroxide (0.277g, 3.7 mmol) was treated with fumed silica powder (0.233g, 3.7 mmol) in a planetary ball mill. (Pulverisette 7 Classic, Fritsch). The starting materials and 9 mL of cyclohexane were transferred together with 7.5 gms of grinding balls (about 2000 balls, 1 mm diameter, ZrO₂) into ZrO₂ grinding jars. The mixture was milled for 3 h at 720 rpm. To avoid overheating, alternate 10 min of grinding and then a 10 min rest phase was used. Therefore, 180 min of ball milling results in a reaction time of 360 min. Afterward, the cyclohexane was removed with a pipette. The product was dispersed in ethanol, separated from the grinding balls by decantation, then isolated by centrifugation, and dried in vacuo.

Crystralization Experiments: Crystallization experiments were carried out by adding 100 mg of aNaSiCC or aNaCC to solutions of 5%v or 10%v acetonitrile in water or pure water (resulting in concentrations of 20 mg mL⁻¹). To monitor crystallization ex situ at a given time 1 mL of the dispersion was transferred to a microreaction vessel containing 0.5 mL of acetonitrile. After centrifugation, the liquid phase was washed with acetone again, washed with acetonitrile, and dried in vacuo.

X-Ray Powder Diffraction: X-ray diffractograms were recorded with a STOE Stadi P equipped with a Mythen Xk detector using Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.7093 Å). The dry samples were prepared by mixing between polystyrene acrylic sheets in perfluoroether (Fomblin Y, Aldrich). The measurements were performed in the 2θ range from 2° to 45° with a step size of 0.01° (continuous scan, 150 s deg⁻¹). Crystalline phases were identified with the PDF-2 database using Bruker AXS.

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy: Attenuated total reflection (ATR) FTIR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet iS10 spectrometer (Thermo scientific) in the frequency range from 550 to 4000 cm⁻¹ with a resolution of 1.4 cm⁻¹ per data point.

Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy: All solid-state NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Advance 400 DXP NMR spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany operated by Topspin 1.3, 2007, patchlevel 8) at a 1H frequency of 399.87 MHz, ¹³C frequency of 100.55 MHz, and ³¹P frequency of 161.87 MHz. A commercial 3 channel 4 mm Bruker probe head at 10 KHz MAS was used for all experiments. The ¹H NMR spectra and ¹H background-corrected spectra were recorded averaging 32 transients with 8 s recycle delay. For all solid-state ¹³C CP MAS NMR experiments, an initial 90° pulse with 4.0 µs length and 5 s recycle delay were used. A ramped CP pulse (from 64 to 100%) with duration of 20 µs, 50 µs, 100 µs, 200 µs, 500 µs, 1 ms, 2 ms, 3 ms, 5 ms, and 7 ms was used for recording the CP build-up curve. Two-phase modulation (TPPM) ¹³C decoupling scheme was used while acquiring the ¹³C signal. 512 transients were averaged for the CP experiments. The spectra were baseline-corrected, and a broadening of 60 Hz was applied. Quantitative ¹³C single pulse excitation experiments allowing full relaxation were recorded by averaging 16 transients with a recycle delay of 2200 s and TPPM heteronuclear decoupling. Spectral deconvolution was performed using self-written Matlab scripts (version 2017b).

Thermal Analysis: Coupled thermogravimetry-differential thermal analysis (TG-DTA) was carried out on a Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter device. About 10 mg of the sample was heated in an alumina cup in argon atmosphere from 50 to 650 °C at a heating rate of 10 K min⁻¹.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM): Imaging and simple diffraction measurements were performed on an FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit microscope operating at 120 kV (LaB₆ filament), equipped with a Gatan US1000 CCD-camera (16-bit, 2048×2048 pixels). Samples were prepared by placing one drop (15 µL) of a diluted nanoparticle dispersion in ethanol on a carbon-coated copper grid and letting it dry at room temperature. 3D ED measurement of monohydralcute was carried out with a TEM FEI Tecnai F30 S-TWIN equipped with a field emission gun (300 kV). The powdered sample was dispersed in ethanol using an ultrasonic bath and sprayed on carbon-coated copper grid using an ultrasound sonifier[37] TEM images and EDED patterns were acquired with a Gatan UltraScan4000 CCD camera (16-bit, 4096x4096 pixel) at hardware-binning of 4. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images were collected by a FISCHIONE high-angular annular dark field (HAADF) detector and acquired by Emsicp ES Vision software. 3D ED data were collected using the acquisition module Fast-ADT (FADT) developed for FEI and JEOL microscopes.[38,39] A condenser aperture of 10 µm and mild illumination settings (gun lens 8, spot size 6) were used in order to produce a semi-parallel beam of 520 nm in diameter (0.12 e⁻² s⁻¹). Crystal position tracking was performed in microscopy STEM mode. For tilt experiments acquisitions were performed with a Catan cryo-transfer tomography holder. Prior to the measurements the sample and the stage were cooled under cryogenic conditions. The ED data were collected on both TEMs with electron beam precession (precession ED, PED) to improve reflection intensity integration quality.[35,96] PED was performed...
using a Digistar unit developed by NanoMEGAS SPRL. The precession angle was kept at 1.0°. The PET52.0 software package was used for 3D ED data processing.[93] Difference Fourier mapping and least-squares (dynamical) refinement were performed with the software JANA2006.[84] \( U_{\text{iso}} \) of the atomic sites C1, O1, O2, and O3 were kept to be the same.

**X-Ray Total Scattering for Pair Distribution Function Analysis:** To obtain structural information about the short-range order X-ray total scattering for PDF analysis was performed with data acquired from Beamline 11-ID-B of the Advanced Photon Source (APS, Argonne, IL). An incident photon energy of 58.6 keV (\( \lambda = 0.2115 \) Å) was used, and the samples were measured in transmission through a 3 mm polyimide (Kapton) capillary with a sample-to-detector distance of 158 mm. The scattering patterns were measured using an amorphous Si Perkin Elmer detector system (2048 x 2048 pixels, 200 x 200 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) pixel size). To calibrate the sample-to-detector distance, tilt and pitch relative to the incident beam path a CeO\(_2\) standard was used for calibration. The obtained 2D scattering data was integrated from 0.5 to 24 Å\(^{-1}\) in GSAS-II to produce on-dimensional scattering profiles.[90] PDFgetX3 was used to process the experimental total scattering data.[90]

Corrections such as background subtraction (by measuring the empty Kapton tube), contributions from incoherent scattering, and corrections for nonlinear detector efficiency or normalization by the average atomic scattering cross-section of the sample were applied using this software. The stoichiometric compositions of the amorphous materials, Na\(_2\)Ca(CO\(_3\))\(_2\) in aNaACC and Na\(_2\)Ca(SiO\(_3\))(CO\(_3\)) in aNaSiACC, were used for data normalization.
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